Media attention and the influence on the reporting odds ratio in disproportionality analysis: an example of patient reporting of statins.
To study the influence of media attention about statins and ADRs on the level of disproportionality, expressed as the reporting odds ratio (ROR) for statins in the Lareb database, based on patients' reports. Patient reports about statins, before and after the broadcast of a consumer programme about statins, were compared. In order to calculate the correlation between the ROR for patient-statin reports between the period before and after the broadcast a Pearson correlation-coefficient (r) was calculated. The type of reported ADRs associated with statins before and after the broadcast was compared both on the level of system organ class (SOC) and preferred terms (PT). Pearson's Correlation-coefficient for the comparison of RORs before and after the broadcast was 0.83. In respect to specific ADRs, no differences were found in reporting on SOC level before and after the broadcast, except for the SOC Musculoskeletal and connective tissue disorders. For ADRs that were specifically mentioned during the broadcast, no differences were found except for an increased number of myalgia and arthralgia reports. Our study demonstrates that media attention does not necessarily influence the relative reporting by patients expressed as RORs in the national ADR database. On SOC level only in Musculoskeletal and connective tissue disorders the relative reporting increased. For myalgia and arthralgia, there was a proportional increase of reporting within the statin class but not for the other ADRs that were explicitly mentioned in the TV programme about statins.